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Abstract 

 

Outdoor Media advertisement has been in the industry for decades. The industry always define a 

specific spending with in their overall marketing mix budget. Considering the level of investment 

involved in Outdoor media as a medium it calls for value it is generating for the clients in return. 

ROI is always been a centric objective for each penny client spends on advertisement. The 

research discusses the outdoor media and its effectiveness in terms of objective and output it 

translate into. Moreover, consumer behaviour is as important to factor in to understand the 

objectives client set from outdoor media advertisement versus the output realized. Consumer 

purchase decision of a particular product or brand has different aspects with derives him/her to 

finalize the decision. 

 

Qualitative research was conducted to understand the research topic in detail and to further 

explore avenues that can be helpful additions to the research. Interesting results were churn out 

from the interviews, as participants from diverse portfolio with years of experience in the 

industry were selected and their views were so on point as they make strategies for their 

companies. There are some strong views and some mutual agreements on the topic and variables 

we utilized in the research. 
 

Keywords: Outdoor Media Advertisement, Consumer Behaviour, Marketing Mix, Purchase 

Decision, Purchase Intentions, Outdoor Media Agency. 
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